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ZOG- 43 is dedicated to model rocketeers of all ages, abilities, and

interest. We are committed to providing the most current, up-to-date

information on model and real world rocketry, and to provide

educational material, as well as, entertaining information.

ZOG-43 is published bi-monthly and is available to anyone on a

subscription basis: $10 for email; $1 5 for meeting pickup; $20 for US

postal mail delivery.

Material in ZOG -43 is copyrighted. Free and unlimited reproduction is

granted with the proper credit to the author and/or ZOG-43.

If you have any questions about ZOG- 43, NARHAMS, subscriptions,

or if you have any comment(s), correspondence, or if you’d like to

submit an article, send them to:

ZOG-43

117 Coventry Ct, Macon, NC 27551

E-Mail us at: zog43editor@yahoo.com

About NARHAMS

The National Association ofRocketry Headquarters Astro Modeling

Section, or NARHAMS, serves Baltimore, the state ofMaryland.,

Washington, DC and the surrounding Metropolitan areas. The club is a

section (#139) of the National Association ofRocketry (NAR).

We are the oldest continuously active model rocket club in the United

States, first established as a high school club in 1963, changing our

name to NARHAMS when chartered as a NAR section in 1965.

NARHAMS is the only seven time winner of the NAR “Section of the

Year” award (1997, 1 998, 1 999, 2001 , 2004, 2006, and 2007).

NARHAMS members regularly fly their model rockets at NASA’s

Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt Md, at Old National

Regional park near Mt. Airy, Md. and at the Carroll County Agriculture

Center, near Westminster, Md.

NARHAMS welcomes all to our monthly meetings and launches.

For details, dates and directions to our club, meetings and launches, go

to:

http://narhams.org

ZOG ROYAL COURT

(NARHAMS OFFICERS)

ZOG (President) Alex Mankevich

VICE ZOG (Vice-President) Alan Willaims

COLLECTOR OF THE ROYAL TAXES

(Treasurer) Maria Ha

KEEPER OF THE HOLY WORDS (Secretary)

Kevin Johnson

COURT JESTER (Section Advisor) Mark Wise

NARHAMS
Turns 50 in
201 5!

You are invited to

the 50th anniverary

party at the College

Park Aviation

Museum on March

7, 6 - 1 0 pm.

For more information and to RSVP, go to our

website at: NARHAMS.org

Bear Watch!
By Jef Fineran

I found these

tracks at Mt

Airy Saturday.

An

experienced

hunter I

consulted said

they were

probably from

a 250 lb. or so

bear.

Be careful in the woods. You may not be alone.. . . .



NARHAMS’ Big Year
Alex Mankevich, President

It’s time for a little reflection as 2014 winds down to a

close. It should be no surprise to anyone that NARHAMS

and its individual members had done great service for the

model rocket community during the past year. Selfless

volunteerism and dedicated service had been a hallmark of

NARHAMS for several years now. This proud record is

something to admire as we fast approach our 50th

anniversary in March of 2015.

NARHAMS once again hosted all of our keynote events

such as ECRM in the Spring, the Goddard Contest during

the Summer and the Night Launch in the month of

September. Each of these events had been a yearly

activity for some time now. It’s tempting to think that

these events may be getting a little stale by now. Rather,

the ease by which our dedicated members pull off these

events permits the participants and spectators to enjoy

themselves to the fullest.

Several of our members have shown no tiring of the Team

America Rocketry Challenge (TARC) as they have served

as mentors to teams during practice and qualifying.

NARHAMSters continue to show up in force at the TARC

Finals held in May. This event is over 10 years old, yet the

contest organizers can count on the continued service of

our members.

Our members continued to show support for the NAR.

Members attended the NARCON in Florida this past

February and the NARAM in July.

NARHAMS continued its partnership with the Rockville

Consortium of Science’s Science Day held during the

month ofApril. NARHAMS is one of the original partners

for this event at which we host a build and fly session.

This year they marked their 25 anniversary, and the

organizers decided that it was appropriate to have Ole Ed

serve as the honored guest during their opening ceremony.

Ed did us proud as he gallantly cut the ribbon to kick off

both the event and the rocket launch held later in the

afternoon.

Jennifer Ash-Poole and Mark Wise had continued their

service as launch managers for our launches held at the

Carroll County AG Center. This is the third year during

which we have scheduled launches spread across the year’s

seasons. The AG center launches offer a slower pace for

our members and public, and the change launch venue is

welcomed. These launches also offer another opportunity

for TARC teams to hone their skills during the practice and

qualifying season.

We had a very productive planning session in November.

Our calendar of launches and events for 2015 is another

proud accomplishment for NARHAMS. Finally, our slate

of officers eager and ready to serve you is complete. Alan

Williams will be your new Vice President and Kevin

Johnson will try to do us proud as he fills the shoes of

Chris Kidwell who had stepped down as Treasurer. Our

new officers join Maria Ha our Secretary and Mark Wise

our Section Advisor. Please feel free to approach any of

our officers with ideas and suggestions as to make

NARHAMS event better yet in 2015.

NARHAMS’ Big Year (continued)
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ECRM-42 Events Announced:

1 /2A Parachute Duration

FAI A Streamer Duration Multiround

B Helicopter Duration

C Rocket Glide

Predicted Altitude

Random Duration

Date: June 20-21 , 201 5

Location: Mt. Airy, MD

This year's contest features some great events for both

expereinced flyers and newcomers. Check out the

NAR website for ideas for models to fly in these

events. Some events can be flown, and won, with

almost any model you may already have! A few of

these events are the same or similar to events that will

be flown in the next World Space Modeling

Championships. Come out to watch and fly with

world-class rocketeers.



Movie Night at Chez NARHAMS
by Ed Pearson

The following is an adaption of the talk given October at
the club’s meeting.

Forward: Every year the club throws me a bone, allowing
me to speak on and maybe even show a film. Model
rocketry films were quickly exhausted and we moved onto
“space” movies. I play the part, wearing a director’s hat
and bring popcorn.

Thus far I have chosen films that are famous historically
but rarely shown. Hopefully this has added to one’s
knowledge and appreciation, but sometimes I get the
feeling that some people think I’m nuts for the selections.

Previously we’ve talked about and shown Un Voyage Dans
La Lune (France, 1 902) and Frau Im Mond (Germany,
1929). (End of Forward).

October’s film was The White Sun of the
Desert (Russia, 1 969). It was a talkie!
The plot involves a Red Army officer who
has served his time in a central Asian
country and now makes his way home
across a burning desert. He rescues a man
buried in sand, inherits a small harem, and
is besieged by a ruthless warlord.

So what does this do with space?
Well…you should know some
background, so first let’s talk about being
successful—in model rocketry or any
endeavor, about superstitions, and then
get back to The White Sun…

Tom Norris, the octogenarian who paved
my driveway, observed there were three kinds of people:
those who learned from their experiences, those who learn
from others’ experiences, and those who just don’t learn.

Experience, according to a wall sign in the Hyattsville’s
Jimmy Johns sub shop, is what you get when you don’t get
what you want. And people pay dearly, figuratively and
literally, for it. They study and try to discover lessons
learned, best practices and look for commonly shared
successful characteristics. Remember how popular Steven
Covey’s book, Seven Habits ofHighly Successful People,
was a few years back?

Sometimes they don’t learn from shared/chronicled
experiences and once again have to pay dearly. Practice
makes perfect the adage goes, and basketball coach Lefty
Drissell added his spin, “The more I practice, the luckier I
get.”

In model rocket competition, you get better by repeatedly
practicing successful construction lessons, flight
preparations and recovery methods. Over time your
practice doing these become so ingrained, so second nature
to you that you perform them quicker, almost
automatically. You become faster making decisions and
free up thoughts to expand your multitasking capabilities.

It doesn’t really surprise me then that a successful person
who is rigorous with repeated regimes also might engage
in “good luck” traditions that seem founded in
superstitions. For example, a baseball player finds his
slump ended when he accidentally donned mismatched
socks. Are you surprised that the next game he
deliberately wore mismatched socks again?

There are such “traditions” in the space program and since
the club’s meeting fell on Sputnik’s anniversary (October
4) it seemed natural to address several Russian space

traditions that NARHAMsters learned about
while visiting Bakinour for rocket
championships. One tradition is where
cosmonauts stand prior to a flight for a
photo opportunity. Another is signing your
dorm door with a marker. Another is
planting a tree after your flight in a certain
area. Et cetera. And that brings us to this
film.

The White Sun of the Desert was first
shown to the Soyuz 12 crew, the eve before
their flight, in September 1973 as a
diversion and entertainment; for you see
their mission was a return to space venture
after a hiatus of two years. The Soyuz 11
crew before them had perished returning to
Earth. Soyuz 12 was successful and ever
since, this film is shown to cosmonauts the

evening before their flight. And no further cosmonauts
have been lost. Curiously enough, if a planned flight is
delayed, then the film is reshown to the crew the evening
before the rescheduled launch. As many times as it takes.
After all, you don’t mess with success.

Alexander Mitiuriev, the renowned Russian spacemodeling
champion and former spaceflight engineer, was in
attendance at the NARHAMS meeting, and added that
originally the crew was going to see The Magnificent
Seven instead. It was Alexander who made me aware of
this particular tradition and I thank him for that and his
friendship.

And now you too know the story behind The White Sun of
the Desert.

(photo by Kevin Johnson)
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October Sport Launch
By Jim Filler NAR #27862

The club sport launch for October was held on the 18th at

Old National Pike Park near Mt. Airy. HQSM-45, a NAR

sanctioned section meet, was also held concurrently, look

for coverage elsewhere in your ZOG-43. Thanks to the

club members that showed up

to help make the launch go.

Don Carson was the contest

director for the section meet.

Chris Kidwell and Kevin

Johnson also chipped in and

took shifts as the Range Safety

Officer. Richard Crisco was on

duty as always helping a cub

scout troop from Derwood Md.

Thanks to the Fineran and

Jones crew for helping setup

and teardown. The breezy

weather was challenging at

times to recover models on the

field. Several were last seen headed for the tree line up the

slope to the east. We still managed to launch 79 sport

flights with one cluster and one staged model for a total of

81 burned motors.

HQSM-45 - Section Contest Returns!
By Don Carson NAR #11 069

The 45th HeadQuarters Section Meet was held in

conjunction with the October Sport Launch. The contect

featured the seldom flown NAR Radio Controlled Boost

Glider event in which the contestant is allowed to pick an

expected duration but must also land close to a

predetermined spot on the ground. A Streamer Duration

was also flown. The chilly weather, combined with high,

gusty winds made for harsh conditions for contest flying.

A grand total of four hardy contestants participated.

Kevin Johnson pulled a

first in the RC Glider

event flying an FAI S8

model on an E engine.

Second place was taken by

yours truly flying a B

engine Decoy. Dr. Kidwell

took third with an

impressive, first-time

competition flight of a

B powered Ravenling.

The fourth contestant

failed to muster the

courage to face the

high winds, he shall

remain unnamed.

Jim Filler did,

however, take first

place in A Streamer

Duration, with Chris

Kidwell taking second

and Kevin taking

third. Congratulations

to Dr. Kidwell for

taking the best

performance for a

novice in the RC

Glider event.

Kevin claimed the

overall contest winner

spot and the club

earned a total of 808

points.

Radioactive!

Don's Decoy is blown back from the launcher while
Kevin awaits his turn.

Chris's great boost in high winds.

Landing close was tough.

(All photos by Ole Ed Pearson)
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Launching Model Rockets into a Polar
Vortex - November Sport Launch
Alex Mankevich

A polar vortex is a weather event in which cold arctic air

plummets southward bringing freezing temperatures even

into the deep South. The mid-Atlantic had experienced

this event during mid-November 2014, just in time for the

monthly Mt. Airy Sport Launch.

During the cold season months, November through

March, the typical Mid-Atlantic rocketeer (inactivae

couchpotatoii imobilus) is content to nest inside his

comfortably warmed home. However, there also exists a

sub-species ofMid-Atlantic rocketeer (nofearae rocketerii

tuffguyzus) who undauntedly ventures out into the

elements to launch his beloved model rockets. The latter

made his presence known at the November 2014 sport

launch at Old National Pike Park.

Yes, it was cold for a typical

November, but mercifully there

was little wind to produce a

fearsome wind chill. The skies

stayed mostly sunny. The onset

of darkness came suddenly as is

typical for this time of the year.

There was very little activity in

the Park apart from the rocket

launches.

The friendly neighborhood Tom Ha graciously brought his

truck to the storage unit and helped to transport the launch

equipment and to set up the launch range. Tom also took

his turn as launch manager and lent his booming voice as

a substitute for the PA system. He also provided some

‘color commentary’ about model rocketry and

NARHAMS during the times

when the rocketeers were

loading up the launch pads.

Thanks to Tom for all his efforts

during this launch.

John McCoy, Alex Mankevich

and Tom Ha started the

launches off. John concentrated

on launching his Micromaxx

rockets on clusters of 7, 4 and 3

motors. John jump started the Holiday Odd Roc theme by

flying his “Crystal Icicle” on a 1 /8A.5 motor. Alex

launched some modest rockets, but when he brought out

his Estes Fat Boy, Tom took that as a challenge, and set up

one of his own Fat Boys.

Richard Crisco

provided some launch

pad assistance after the

public started arriving

around noon. Jim

Filler arrived later in

the afternoon with the

PA system speakers

that he had the

foresight to modify so

that we could more

easily attach them for

our future launches.

Another late on-scene

arrival was Mike Kelly

who had to work that

morning. Poor Mike missed out on the calm winds which

had persisted earlier in the day.

Bob Eckman brought out four TARC teams to practice for

the 2015 challenge. The TARC teams, along with the

Shaffer family, naturally flew off the away pads. After Jef

Fineran joined in, the away pads were kept busy for the

rest of the afternoon.

Two flights (on D-12 and E-12 motors) decided to

duplicate October 2014 Antares launch at Wallops Island

by blowing out their clay

nozzles. These flights mirrored

the Antares outcome by

producing a load boom, followed

by the rockets falling back to

Earth, and culminating with lots

of billowing smoke.

We logged a total of 96 flights.

At the end of the day, several

club members helped to take

down the launch range and the

move the equipment into the

storage unit.

Tom Ha at the ready.

TARC hopefuls practice.

Mike Kelley goes ooooh
as he steps away from
his upscale Estes Centuri
11 /1 5 at club launch.

John and Mary brave the cold. (Photos by Ole Ed Pearson)
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ZOG-43's SHOP SPOTLIGHT
Featuring The Shop Of John McCoy

By Don Carson

John has been in the hobby since the 60's. He has also lived

in the same house since then. He has had lots of time to

build up and evolve his model rocketry work space. He has

had many hobbies over the years, model trains, electronics,

metal working, wood working, in addition to model

rocketry. His interests in rocketry have covered a broad

range over the years. Now, in addition to being our Range

Operations and Maintenance honcho, his main focus is

micro modeling.

All those interests over the years has led to having a lot of

stuff. John uses every available nook and cranny to store

models, tools and supplies. His principal workspace

occupies most of the basement, though he claims to have

modeling stuff in nearly every room of the house.

His main bench has tools mounted on pegboard within easy

reach. John believes in having a healthy selection of parts

and materials so he never has to stop a project to purchase

something. At the end of his bench is a wall of parts boxes

with a huge range of hardware, brass, stainless steel, you

name it.

One of his new

acquisitions is an all-in-

one vacuum forming

system to replace his

homemade setup.

Also squirreled away in

this room are a couple

of kilns – Mary's claim

in the shop.

(All photos by Don Carson)
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The front half of the basement is largely storage and a

couple of nice paint booths that exhaust outdoors.

Also in the front room, a bench has been overtaken by kits,

supplies, and built models and surrounded by stuff stored

in shelves, plastic tubs, up in the rafters, and in cabinets.

It is amzing, but John knows where everything is.

Shop Spotlight (continued)

His passion for micro models extends to creating models

of launchers as well. Here is an example of a micro model

diorama.

In the living room, upstairs, there is a small work table

with jigs and fixtures where he can work on his micro

models while watching TV and sharing time with his

incredibly understanding wife.

Thank you, John and Mary, for opening your home and

shop to us.

(All photos by Don Carson)
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High Power Rocketry aka Windy and
Wet in New York
By Thomas Ha

Maria and I travelled to the last MARS launch of the

season at their huge field in Geneseo, New York. We

stuffed the Prius full of gear and had room on top for her

Broncos rocket and my Public Enemy Rockets SS Arrow,

which was their name for the SA-Archer. That rocket was

going to be the key to my Level 2 High Power Rocketry

certification attempt.

The Level 2 HPR certification process is the only one to

require a written test, and one with a requirement that you

pass not just with a C average, but you must get 33 out of

37 questions correct. The 37 questions come from an

overall pool of 97 questions, so you cannot memorize the

exam. In fact, there are three exams that your certifier can

choose from, and between them all, they cover all the

possible questions in the overall pool!

I took my test after my son Chris took his and passed, so

the pressure was on. I managed to pass also, so then it was

a challenge to see who flew first. Chris flew his first flight

at NARAM on his Super Batray, and it broke apart at

maximum velocity, with parts raining down and being

returned for the next hour or two. His second flight was on

a rocket bought and built at NARAM, and his Madcow

Frenzy flew very nicely on a J Skidmark motor, and so

Chris got his Level 2.

I tried my first L2 flight at NARAM also, flying my rust-

colored LOC Expediter. Unfortunately the mostly stock

build could hold up on landing impact on the hard desert

floor, and it ripped a fin about ¾ of the way off. I knew I

wanted to build something bigger and sturdier for my next

attempt, and that became the PER SS Arrow that I had

bought about ten years ago and shuffled from place to place

in my garage ever since. I built it mostly stock too, but the

through the wall fins and strakes are about three times

thicker than the fins on the Expediter.

My rocket flew flawlessly, with cheers for the perfect

timing of the ejection charge and appearance of the

parachute immediately afterwards. Since I was flying in

winds that were right on the edge of the 20mph limit, it was

only the recovery that worried me. The rocket went with

the wind, out of sight behind a row of trees. I walked out to

get it, and walked through a very large field of soybeans,

only to discover a dirt road leading through the back side of

it. On the far side of the road was my rocket, laying

stretched out beautifully with its 27 feet of shock cord

holding it all together. So now I have my L2, Chris has his

and the only family member who might be encouraged to

get hers is my L1 certified wife, Maria.

Windy and Wet (continued)

Goddard Space Flight Center Monthly
Launch Cancelled - So, Plan B
By Ole Ed Pearson

The wind was measured consistently over 20 mph at

Goddard for the November scheduled launch. Alex

Mankevich and Richard Crisco scrubbed the launch and

gave a model rocket talk instead in the Visitor Center's

auditorium. More than 50 people attended.

Model rocketry has been part ofGoddard's public

programming in the mid-1960s and we have flown monthly

at the Visitor Center since 1976.
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Hey Y'all, from the editor:

Hello, I am your new editor of the Zog-43. Jennifer is

taking a well deserved break after many years of producing

the club's newsletter. On behalf of the club and all the

subscribers out there, I'd like to extend to her our gratitude

and thanks for a job well done.

By way of introduction, I am a born again rocketeer, my

model rocketry roots go back to the late '60's. I grew up

during the heyday of the space race. I joined NARHAMS

sometime around 1970 – exactly when is a little fuzzy.

I returned to the fold about five years ago, like so many

others, as my kids got older and I got a little more free time.

This is my second go at the Zog-43 job. Way back, in the

70's, Dave Lewis and I produced the Zog-43 for a few

years. It was a different era – hand-drawn artwork and

drawings, ditto machines, and snail mail. The model

rocketry newsletter community had a lot more of a free

wheeling, wild West kind of air about it. And, of course,

most of the folks writing the newsletters were in high

school or college. We did okay for the times.

I'll do my best to keep up to the high standards that Jen has

set for the Zog. I am bound by the code-of-the-editors to

state what every newsletter editor has to say when starting

out. This is your newsletter, it exists because of your inputs.

It is interesting because ofwhat you contribute.

The club does a pretty good job submitting photos and

event write-ups. Keep'em coming. My heartfelt thanks go

out to those who have responded when I asked them to

write up an article.

If you have an idea for an article but need some help, let me

know, we'll see what we can do. Lastly, give me some

feedback. What you like about the newsletter, what is not

working for you, also what would you like added? I've got

some ideas, I'd like to hear yours.

Let's have some fun with this.

Don Carson, NAR #11069
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NARHAMS Attend PSC's Carl
McLawhorn Memorial Flyoff
Photos and Captions By Kevin Johnson

Jim Filler on the road to

PSC's Carl McLawhorn

Egg protection

Steve Humphrey and a C

Dual Eggloft Egg Crate

Flew on a cluster

of 2 B6-2 motors

It was cold, so we

prepped in the cars

So cold that we went to Walmart

looking for cold weather gear to keep

Jim Filler warm



November Westminster Quarterly Launch Photos
Photos and Captions by Ole Ed Pearson

Chris Greco and his scratch built

paper and foam Saturn V

Alan's rocket lifts off

Alan Williams signs in while

Richard Crisco holds Alan's Black

Bryant III

Modelers get ready

Malik Singh's rocket descends for

an easy recovery
The field of recovery
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Rail Button Retrofit
By Tom Ha

At this past NARAM event in Colorado, I had the attention

of our NAR Past President, Trip Barber, and the current

NAR President, Ted Cochran. This was not deliberate, I had

hoped for someone who might cast a less-critical eye on my

Level 2 HPR certification attempt. As it was, I chalked it up

to a learning experience!

One of several items that Trip asked about in the

construction and design ofmy rocket (and made him sound

very dubious) was the lack of a nut on the rear ofmy

railbuttons. I had put them on my LOC Precision Expediter

using my standard method. Drill a hole, smear some epoxy

around and in the hole, and screw in the railbutton

(provided by NARTS). Turn the rocket so the railbutton

faces down so the epoxy puddles around the screw on the

inside of the body tube.

Trip let me know in no uncertain terms that this was not the

preferred method for anchoring railbuttons “when you get

to the higher levels of rocketry”. When I failed my

certification attempt (not due to railbuttons! ), I decided to

build a different rocket for my next attempt. I knew I

needed something better, but I could not add a nut to the

back of the railbutton, since I had to put the motor mount

centering rings in past that point and the nut would be in

the way. So I cast around for a better method of not only

securing my railbuttons for this model, but for my other

models.

Another driver for this is that I fly with the MARS club in

New York, and they have a policy (quite reasonable to me)

of not allowing ¼” launch lugs. You have to switch to (or

add) railbuttons, and there are many sold there at the field

for a fast retrofit!

While I had heard ofmany people just screwing the

railbutton into the centering rings, I wasn’t sure where they

were in some ofmy models and didn’t want to chance

splintering one by not getting the screw into the middle of a

narrow edge.

This is how I found “Rubber-Insulated Brass Rivet Nut, 6-

32 Thread, 1 /64” – 5/32” Material, Thick Range” in packs

of 25. While they cost all of $14, the total with shipping

was $20.68. The upside is I have enough to do lots of

rockets!

Since these don’t come with the screw needed to use with

it, I went to Lowe’s and bought 1 1 /4” 6-32 screws. The

advantage to this combination is that you can still use the

same railbuttons everyone sells, and add a solid mount

from the outside, that holds inside the body tube. These

rivet nuts work by inserting the screw through the

railbutton and into the rivet nut, then inserting the whole

thing in the hole you made in your body tube. By turning

the screw, you draw the rubber sleeve around the nut

upwards, to tighten against the inside of the body tube. It

only takes a few turns to have it grip so securely that I can

then slide it onto my rail and bang the end of it on the

ground to try to dislodge it, and it stays.

I’m sure I’ ll get lots of advice on simpler ways to do this,

but I read the threads online and never found what I

wanted. Then again, I didn’t read every one of the 200,000

hits that Google found for me either!

I used this attachment method successfully on my Public

Enemy Missiles SS Arrow (aka SA-Archer) that I flew at

MARS at their October launch. I’m very happy with the

results!

One source: http://www.mcmaster.com/#standard-rivet-

nuts/=uvu9km
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NARHAMS YEAR 201 5 CALENDAR

Jan 3 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly Meeting College Park, MD

Topic: open building session

Refreshments: Tom and Maria Ha

Jan 4 1 - 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD

Feb 1 1 - 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD

Feb 7 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly Meeting College Park, MD

Topic: safety check procedures

Refreshments: Richard Crisco

Feb 21 12 - 4 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD

Theme: Cold War battle (US vs USSR spot landing)

Launch manager: Frank Panek

Mar 1 1 - 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD

Mar 7 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly Meeting College Park, MD

Topic: anniversary party

Refreshments: catered

Mar 21 12 - 4 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD

Theme: retro rockets 1965

Launch manager: Alex Mankevich

Mar 28 12 - 4 pm Ag Center Launch Westminster, MD

Launch manager: OPEN

Apr 4 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly Meeting College Park, MD

Topic: competition building session (Jim Filler)

Refreshments: Jim Filler

Apr 5 1 - 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD

Apr 18 12 - 4 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD

Theme: Easter Egg spot landing

Launch managers: Tom and Maria Ha

Apr 26 12 - 5 pm Rockville Science Day Rockville, MD

May 2 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly Meeting College Park, MD

Topic: plastic model conversion (Kevin Johnson/John McCoy)

Refreshments: Jef and Ellen Fineran

May 3 1 - 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD

May 9 7 am - 5 pm TARC Finals The Plains, VA

May 16 12 - 4 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD

Theme: military rockets

Launch manager: Don Carson

Jun 6 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly Meeting College Park, MD

Topic: fly it/take it building session

Refreshments: Tom and Maria Ha

Jun 7 1 - 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD

Jun 20 – 21 , 9 am - 5 pm ECRM-42 Regional Meet Mt. Airy, MD

Events: 1 /2A PD, FAI A SD MR, B HD, C RG, PRA, RDD

Launch manager: Jim Filler

Jul 5 1 - 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD
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Jul 11 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly Meeting College Park, MD

Topic: picnic

Refreshments: pot-luck picnic

Jul 1 8 2 - 7 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD

Theme: ping pong ball spot landing

Launch manager: Jim Baird

Jul 19 12 - 4 pm Apollo Contest Greenbelt, MD

Launch manager: Jim Filler

Jul 25 - 31 NARAM-57 Tucson, AZ

Events: 1 /2A PD MR, FAI A SD MR, B HD, C RG, PRA, B ALT, E ELA, SpSc, R&D

Aug 1 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly Meeting College Park, MD

Topic: night launch prep (Jim Filler)

Refreshments: Alex Mankevich

Aug 2 1 - 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD

Aug 15, 2 - 7 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD

Theme: helicopters

Launch managers: Tom and Maria Ha

Aug 22, 12 - 4 pm Ag Center Launch Westminster, MD

Launch manager: OPEN

Sep 5 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly Meeting College Park, MD

Topic: elections, finishing techniques (John McCoy)

Refreshments: John and Mary McCoy

Sep 6 1 - 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD

Sep 12 2 - 9 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD

Theme: Night launch

Launch manager: Jim Filler

Sep 19 – 20, 9 am - 5 pm Capitol Cup The Plains, VA

Oct 3 5:30 - 9 pm Monthly Meeting College Park, MD

Topic: odd-roc discussion (John McCoy)

Refreshments: Bradley Grant

Oct 4 1 - 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD

Oct 17 12 - 4 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD

Theme: spooky rockets

Launch manager: Alex Mankevich

Nov 1 1 - 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD

Nov 7 5 - 9 pm Monthly Meeting College Park, MD

Topic: planning 2016

Refreshments:Jim Baird

Nov 21 , 1 2 - 4 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD

Launch manager: OPEN Mt. Airy, MD

Nov 28, 12 - 4 pm Ag Center Launch Westminster, MD

Launch manager: open

Dec 5 5:30 - 9 pm Holiday pot luck dinner and raffle

Greenbelt Community Church, 1 Hillside Road, Greenbelt, MD

Dec 6 1 - 2 pm Goddard Public Launch Greenbelt, MD

Dec 12 12 - 4 pm Sport Launch Mt. Airy, MD

Theme: odd-roc

Launch manager: OPEN
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